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Brief Introduction of 0-Day CI

• An automated test service for Linux kernel, also known as LKP, kernel test robot
• Comprehensive test coverage
  • Build, boot, functional, performance, static analysis, fuzzing
  • Compiler: gcc, clang, rustc
• One of the top bug reporters
• Website
  • https://01.org/blogs/2018/0-day-ci-test
  • https://01.org/lkp
Brief Introduction of 0-Day CI

• Bisection-oriented Testing
  • Not only catch an issue, but also bisect to find the first commit that introduced the issue
Rust Toolchain Setup

- A combination of Rust compiler (rustc) and binding generator (bindgen)
- Regular upgrade according to min-tool-version.sh
- Adaptive toolchain version switching during bisection process

- rustc-1.58.0-bindgen-0.56.0
- rustc-1.59.0-bindgen-0.56.0
- rustc-1.60.0-bindgen-0.56.0
- rustc-1.61.0-bindgen-0.56.0
- rustc-1.62.0-bindgen-0.56.0
- ...
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Linux Repo Coverage

- Rust-for-Linux repo
  - https://github.com/Rust-for-Linux/linux
  - Branch: rust, rust-next
- linux-next repo
  - https://git.kernel.org/pub/scm/linux/kernel/git/next/linux-next.git
  - Branch: master
Build Testing

• Random config coverage
  • Rust toolchain added into PATH, so Rust related configs can be enabled by randconfig to provide partial coverage

• Rust samples coverage
  • Enable all the Rust samples in samples/rust

config SAMPLE_RUST_MINIMAL
config SAMPLE_RUST_PRINT
config SAMPLE_RUST_MODULE_PARAMETERS
config SAMPLE_RUST_SYNC
config SAMPLE_RUST_CHRDEV
config SAMPLE_RUST_MISCDEV
config SAMPLE_RUST_STACK_PROBING
config SAMPLE_RUST_SEMAPHORE
config SAMPLE_RUST_SEMAPHORE_C
config SAMPLE_RUST_RANDOM
config SAMPLE_RUST_PLATFORM
config SAMPLE_RUST_FS
config SAMPLE_RUST_NETFILTER
config SAMPLE_RUST_ECHO_SERVER
config SAMPLE_RUST_HOSTPROGS
config SAMPLE_RUST_SELFTESTS
Build Testing

- **Catch rustc, bindgen or C code errors/warnings**

  rust/helpers.c:22:17: warning: no previous prototype for function 'rust_helper_BUG' [-Wmissing-prototypes], err: false
  rust/helpers.c:27:6: warning: no previous prototype for function 'rust_helper_clk_disable_unprepare' [-Wmissing-prototypes], err: false
  rust/helpers.c:33:5: warning: no previous prototype for function 'rust_helper_clk_prepare_enable' [-Wmissing-prototypes], err: false
  rust/helpers.c:39:15: warning: no previous prototype for function 'rust_helper_copy_from_user' [-Wmissing-prototypes], err: false

  ... 

  error[E0428]: the name `maple_enode` is defined multiple times
  --> /build/obj/consumer/x86_64-rhel-8.3-rust/rust/bindings_generated.rs:34604:1
  | 34601 | pub struct maple_enode {
  | ---------------- previous definition of the type `maple_enode` here
  | 34604 | pub type maple_enode = `mut maple_enode`;
  | ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^ `maple_enode` redefined here
  | = note: `maple_enode` must be defined only once in the type namespace of this module

  ...
Build Testing

• Build Summary Report
• Triggered when the branch is updated
• Build the head under various arch and configs (allyes, allno, allmod, def, rand, -rust, ...)
• Usually send out the report within one day
Build Testing

- Build Bisection Report
- Once any build errors/warnings are captured, will do bisection to find the first bad commit that introduced the issue
- The response time depends on the bisection process
Future work to be done
Future work to be done

• Testing for Rust compiling configs
  • Optimization level, overflow checks, build assert…

config RUST_DEBUG_ASSERTIONS
config RUST_OVERFLOW_CHECKS
config RUST_OPT_LEVEL_SIMILAR_AS_CHOSEN_FOR_C
config RUST_OPT_LEVEL_0
config RUST_OPT_LEVEL_1
config RUST_OPT_LEVEL_2
config RUST_OPT_LEVEL_3
config RUST_OPT_LEVEL_S
config RUST_OPT_LEVEL_Z
config RUST_BUILD_ASSERT_ALLOW
config RUST_BUILD_ASSERT_WARN
config RUST_BUILD_ASSERT_DENY
config RUST_KERNEL_KUNIT_TEST
Future work to be done

• Support Rust in LKP tools to reproduce issues
  • We have a make.cross tool to help user reproduce the issue locally
  • It will download toolchain from our website https://download.01.org/0day-ci/cross-package/
• Support Rust in the tool to help user setup Rust env conveniently.
Future work to be done

- Support Rust in LKP tools to reproduce issues
  - We have a make.cross tool to help user reproduce the issue locally
  - It will download toolchain from our website https://download.01.org/0day-ci/cross-package/
  - Support Rust in the tool to help user setup Rust env conveniently.

```bash
wget https://raw.githubusercontent.com/intel/lkp-tests/master/sbin/make.cross -O ~/bin/make.cross
chmod +x ~/bin/make.cross
git remote add linux-next https://git.kernel.org/pub/scm/linux/kernel/git/next/linux-next.git
git fetch --no-tags linux-next master
git checkout 822a6200734c94ccb9ae7acc5da5505b991515
# save the config file
mkdir build_dir && cp config build_dir/.config
export COMPILER_INSTALL_PATH=$HOME/0day COMPILER=clang
make.cross W=1 O=build_dir ARCH=x86_64 SHELL=/bin/bash
```
Future work to be done

- Functional testing
  - Run Rust samples as testcases in CI
Future work to be done

- Performance testing
  - Comparison of Rust samples and corresponding C samples
  - Performance test for hardware drivers written in Rust

commit 91fb0182d4db1e0b0b2a1438f6bf699975fca96c
Author: Miguel Ojeda <ojeda@kernel.org>
Date: Sat Jul 3 17:21:12 2021 +0200

samples: add Rust examples

A set of Rust modules that showcase how Rust modules look like and how to use the abstracted kernel features, as well as an example of a Rust host program with several modules.

These samples also double as tests in the CI.

The semaphore sample comes with a C version for comparison.
Future work to be done

- **Boot/fuzzing test for kernels including Rust code**
  - Rust code as built-in or module? Any influence on boot process?
  - Utilize fuzzing tools such as syzkaller to spot potential issues?
- **Rust kunit test, Rust kselftests**
  - config RUST KERNEL_KUNIT_TEST
  - config SAMPLE_RUST_SELFTESTS
Future work to be done

• Rust code coverage data
  • gcov for Rust?
Thanks!
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